MOVIES IN FOCUS

2019 JANUARY 27-29, INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL - JIFF 2019, 17TH TO 21ST JANUARY, 2020

Title of the Film | Director of the Film | Country | Category | Duration in minutes | Year | Language
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

Telling Pond | Saurav Vishnoi | India | Documentary Short/Full | 24 | 2019 | English, Hindi

Five Point Three | Vaddhanachai | India | Feature Film/Short | 68 | 2019 | Hindi

Sakshi Shinde | Carlo Anvari | Germany | Feature Film | 98 | 2019 | English, German

No More Tricks | Smita Kulkarni | India | Feature Film | 120 | 2019 | English, Hindi

A Hole in the Head | Piotr Sobczak | Poland | Feature Film | 90 | 2018 | Polish

Miracle of Love | En Tailorina | Japan | Fiction Film | 115 | 2019 | Japanese

My Soul Drifts Light | Neha Doshi | Netherlands | Feature Film | 91 | 2018 | Japanese

Top Pej Kar Re | Dheeraj Lakhgupal | India | Documentary Short/Mega-Geo | 53 | 2012 | Hindi

Medicine Lamp | Manoj Shriani | India | Fiction Film | 76 | 2019 | Marathi

The Jaded | Srijit Chakraborty | India | Feature Film | 156 | 2020 | Chinese

One Point Seven: A Day in the Life of a Child | Prasoon Joshi, Anurag Jha | India | Short Film | 110 | 2020 | Chinese

Big Room Seasons 2 | Late Han | Korea | Web Series | 25 | 2019 | Korean

Champion | Abhay Deol | India | Web Series | 25 | 2019 | Hindi

Ontalent | Aparna Chaurasia | India | Short Film | 39 | 2018 | English, Hindi

Upasana | Prashant Bhoi | India | Short Film | 126 | 2019 | English

Sapata Ti A Achar | Milan Dhaul | India | Fiction Film | 131 | 2019 | Odia

Sapata Ti A Achar | Milan Dhaul | India | Fiction Film | 131 | 2019 | Odia

The Other Half | Lalith Ratnayake | Sri Lanka | Fiction Film | 80 | 2019 | Sinhala

Roody Daly | Xu Xiangyan | China | Fiction Film | 111 | 2019 | Chinese

The Greatest | Miranda de Pencier | Canada | Fiction Film | 104 | 2019 | English

SPECIAL SCREENINGS

Festival: Monday January 20th-8PM, Screen 1 Auditorium MGDT Central

Spotlight: Special Screenings for Media on January 19th at 10PM MGDT Central

Telling Pond: Saturday January 18th, Screen 1 MGDT Central